For Immediate Release – January 3, 2020

Subject: Cat Pointe Music 2020 Concert Schedule

MATT LAW - Sunday, January 5, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The intrepid Matt Law returns to Cat Pointe Music for an afternoon of blues and original works as only Matt can do them. “I would rather play original music or music that I like for a handful of people than play songs I hate for a room full of people.” Strong, honest words from one of the region’s most gifted artists. Matt Law has a style all his own, and the mastery and talent to bridge the gaps of his diverse repertoire. Don’t miss the musical artistry of Matt Law In Concert at Cat Pointe Music. Sunday, January 5th at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

SHAKEN & STIRRED - Sunday, January 12, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Cat Pointe Music's favorite duo SHAKEN & STIRRED (Carol Harris and Randy Mims) are back, with a concert of musical magic only they can dish up. Their repertoire ranges from Baroque, beloved Folk Songs, Cool Jazz, classic Rock and everything in between. There are songs for all! Don't miss Shaken and Stirred on Sunday, January 12th at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

VASTRA – Sunday, January 19, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Västra, the exciting new Tallahassee based String Trio are: Group leader Aisha Ivey on fiddle, Sarah Heuermann on fiddle and Brittini Dixon on cello. These three vastly talented artists met while attending Florida State University. They are currently on a regional tour. And, as Aisha tells it, “I wanted to put together an all female trio with a wide ranging repertoire; music from Norway, Sweden, Finland Scotland and Ireland.” All of this musical diversity adds up to a concert with songs for all tastes and styles. Don’t miss Västra at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, January 19, 2020 at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

RIELY OCONNOR & MOLLY B. MOON – Sunday, January 26, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Singer-Songwriters Riely O'Connor & Molly B. Moon call both South Bend, Indiana and Apalachicola, Florida home. They have concertized throughout the United States performing their unique blend of category-defying original songs. Known for their powerful themes, insightful lyrics and wonderful melodies; their works range from touching ballad to swinging blues. On stage, Riely & Molly deliver the goods with energy and dynamic stage presence. Molly & Riely’s 2009 CD Who Knows Who was included in “Best Albums of 2009” by NPR’s popular radio program “The Back Porch.” A new album is in the works and their brand new song “Apalachicola Bound” has just been released! Many of their songs stream free at https://www.reverbnation.com/rielyoconnor
P.S.: “Apalachicola Bound” was recorded right here at Cat Pointe Music!!!
Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

DOUCE AMBIANCE – Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Douce Ambiance – Jazz with a Gypsy Flavor! is the wonderful Tallahassee based Jazz Trio. Douce Ambiance creates the magical world that is Gypsy Jazz, a style of jazz started by the legendary Romani guitarist Jean “Django” Reinhardt in Paris during the 1930s. Journey back to the Hot Club of France and an afternoon of Gypsy Jazz favorites and Douce Ambiance at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, February 2nd at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!
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KEN SIZEMORE “THE OLD FOLKIE” – Sunday, February 9, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The iconic Ken Sizemore returns to Cat Pointe Music for an afternoon of vintage folk and pop music. "The Old Folkie" offers up a wonderful full course musical menu that is sure to please. Ken performs the "classic" folk and pop music of the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s and his repertoire is vast and diverse; songs by such artists as Peter, Paul, and Mary, The Kingston Trio, Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan, Woody Guthrie and John Denver to name just a few. Don’t miss this musical legend: Ken Sizemore in concert at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, February 9th at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

THE VON WAMPS with THE BIRD & THE BEAR – Sunday, February 16, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The much loved Von Wamps along with their friends, the fabulous duo The Bird & The Bear return to Cat Pointe Music for an afternoon of special original songs as well as some favorite covers. The Von Wamps are Lou and Lynn Wamp whose talents and artistry span classical, jazz, swing, and blues to bluegrass. Lou plays fiddle and dobro, while Lynn plays acoustic upright bass. They are both accomplished mandolin players and Lou was named one of the nation’s Top Dobro Players by “Guitar Journal” magazine. The Bird and The Bear are a husband and wife Americana music duo. Hailing from Wyoming and Holland, Garry Wood and Mirthe Bolhuis met, fell in love, started making music in Nashville, and didn’t look back! The duo blends folk, bluegrass and pop music; resulting in a uniquely intimate performance. All this adds up to an afternoon of fun and truly wonderful music. Don’t miss The Von Wamps with The Bird & The Bear at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, February 16th at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

JOE CAPO – Sunday, February 23, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Joe Capo makes his home in Atlanta Georgia and has been playing guitar since the age of 11. He has performed throughout the East Coast as a solo artist and with various local, regional and national acts.
As a solo acoustic guitarist, his style has been labeled “acoustic parlor guitar,” blending elements of blues, jazz and new age into his original arrangements of popular tunes, as well as his original compositions. Joe's eclectic, concert level performances are suitable for critical listening and ideal for intimate listening rooms such as Cat Pointe Music. We are thrilled to welcome Joe Capo to Cat Pointe and the Forgotten Coast! Don't miss Joe Capo - In Concert at Cat Pointe Music, Sunday, February 23rd at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

HOLLY RILEY and ELIZA SCHNEIDER-GREEN – Sunday, March 1, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The exciting new Tallahassee based duo of Holly Riley and Eliza Schneider-Green bring their enchanting musical magic to Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, March 1, 2020 at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15. Don't forget to BYOB!

KEN SIZEMORE “AN EVENING WITH JOHN” – Sunday, March 8, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The wonderful Ken Sizemore pays a heartfelt tribute to two of this country's greatest and most iconic artists in "An Evening with John." Near and dear to Ken's heart , and everyone's, are John Denver and Johnny Cash; two very different but much loved artists. Yet each, in their own unique way, helped to define their eras and the music of America. Ken, takes us on a musical journey through the lives of these two beloved artists. Don't miss Ken Sizemore and "An Evening with John." Sunday, March 8th at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!
CELTIC ON THE HALF SHELL – Sunday, March 15, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Cat Pointe Music prepares for St. Patrick’s Day in style with Celtic on the Half-Shell in concert. Grab a Guinness, get your Irish up and come on over to Cat Pointe and hear this marvelous trio serve up a full course of the finest Irish and Celtic music. Hailed as one of the area's finest Celtic ensembles, Celtic on the Half Shell will be at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, March 15, 2020 at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

RANDALL CLOSSON – Sunday, March 22, 2020 at 3:00 pm
Guitar / Saxophone virtuoso Randall Closson returns to Cat Pointe Music for an afternoon of diverse Jazz, Blues and personal favorites. In demand as both a solo artist and as the founder and leader of the exciting Jazz trio, Douce Ambiance Randall maintains a busy concert and teaching schedule. He has appeared throughout the country in concert and as part of Jazz masterclasses. Now well into his fourth decade as a professional musician, Randall makes his home in Tallahassee. Date and Time: Sunday, March 22, 2020 at 3:00 pm. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!

THE ADVENTURES OF ANNABELLE LYN – Sunday, March 29, 2020 at 3:00 pm
The Adventures of Annabelle Lyn is a trio of female folk artists that brings together heartbreaking original songs, tight and sweet vocal harmonies, powerful instrumental solos, and crowd-pleasing acoustic covers. Based out of Tallahassee, FL, these women bring the sounds of euphoric acoustic music across the Southeast, performing everywhere from rowdy dance stages to intimate home shows to opening for such notable acts as America and The Wood Brothers. Featured on acoustic guitar, ukulele, and soaring vocals, Suncoast Regional Emmy-award-winning musician Kathryn Belle Long crafts songs of hope and passion, inspired by her Tallahassee upbringing and background in musical theater and dance. Tampa native, upright bassist and guitarist Elizabeth Fravel brings a background of funky bluegrass and deep southern soul to her music, singing and writing songs about every heartbreak from the Florida palms to the Arizona deserts. North Carolina fiddler Holly Riley brings with her the screaming solos of Carolina bluegrass, a diverse background in jazz, country, swing, and rock, and and sings a set of lonesome songs over clawhammer banjo. Don’t miss this amazing trio! The Adventures of Annabelle Lyn will be at Cat Pointe Music on Sunday, March 29th at 3:00 pm. Seating is limited so get your tickets soon. Admission is $15 and BYOB is encouraged!